Zinn, Parenti, Lyons, Sachs
To Speak At Vietnam Forum

Four nationally prominent men, E. P. Dutton, Prof. Michael Parenti, Prof. I. Milton Sachs and Father Daniel Berrigan, will speak at the Vietnam Forum April 16 at 8 p.m. in Palmer Auditorium. Kent C. Smith, instructor in history, will serve as moderator.

The forum will consist of 20-minute individual presentations, a 45-minute panel discussion, a 45-minute question and answer period, and 5-minute summation.

Zinn
Prof. Zinn, who will speak against the war, is a member of the government department of Boston University and a fellow at the Center for East Asian studies at Harvard University.

Father Lyons
Father Lyons is chairman of the Free Pacific Association and of the Asian Speaker's Bureau. He has testified before Congressional committees and will speak on "The Real Trouble in Vietnam."

In June, 1968, he was decorated by the Republic of China for "his efforts on behalf of the free world."

Father Lyons is author of Vietnam Crisis, Vietnam Dilemma, Voice of Peking and Danger on the Left.

Students, faculty, administration and residents of the community are invited to attend.

SPEAK-OUT

An informal speak-out will be held following the forum from midnight through 8 a.m. for any college student, Connecticut or otherwise, with ID's.

Representatives of a number of anti-war organizations will give 20-minute presentations about the outlook of their organization and the forms of action taken against the war. A question and answer period will follow each speaker, after which participants will break up into group discussions.

Several short films will be shown throughout the evening, one of which will be an interview with the four sailors who defected to Sweden in protest of the Vietnam war.

Participants will include: a troupe from the Yale Drama School, who will give a dramatic reading, a representative of Student Mobilization Committee; Jude White, who can on the Social Workers, Ticket for Congress in 1966 for New York state, and a representative from Students for a Democratic Society.

Also included are Dr. Gordon Christianson, who will speak on non-payment of taxes, a representative of the Hill Parents Association, a Black community association; a member of the New Haven Draft Action Group; a member of Volunteers, and a representative from the Vets for Peace.

Students will be escorted back to their dorms every hour on the hour by the College guards.

Students Hold All-Night Vigil
For Rev. Martin Luther King

As a response to the senseless murder of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Thursday night, the Afro-American students organized an all-night vigil in the Chapel which began at 10 p.m. in the chapel at 10 p.m. The service included spontaneous readings by students and Rev. Barrie Shephard.

Between 10 and 11 a.m. curfew, the Chapel held a minimum of 125 people. At midnight, some girls left and others arrived to stay into the early hours of the morning.

Members of the faculty and administration also participated, including Dean Sally Tripp, who remained until about 3 a.m.

After midnight the chapel emptied out as girls filed slowly down to the basement to watch television news reports and listen to the radio. At this point, approximately 75 people remained.

Downstairs, there were fewer than the usual 75 people as the students gathered at the screen in shocked, bitter silence.

Moderate Black leaders Roy Wilkins and Whitney Young spoke on television. They were more or less hopeful for a peaceful solution for the civil rights movement.

Wilkins expressed sympathy for the white man at the time. Many students listening in the room voiced their strong disapproval of his remarks.

Outside the basement room girls sat stunned on the steps, or wandered up and down the hall. Only a handful of students remained in the chapel room itself at 1 a.m. As the night wore on, students filtered back in to pray, blankets in hand.

Twenty-five girls stayed the entire night, others returned to their dorms in the early morning hours escorted by the security guards.

Many students chose to stay in their dorms, listening to or watching the news most of the night.

National reactions to King's death included a statement of sympathy by President Johnson on behalf of the entire nation and rising in the key cities of Boston, New York, Memphis and Hartford.

Friday at 12:30 p.m. a memorial service for Dr. King was held in Palmer Auditorium.

Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.

PHILIP OLDBERG discusses strategy for upcoming primary fight

McCARHYITES AWAIT RESULTS OF PRIMARY

by Barbara Sosnick

Today registered Democrats of New London are going to the polls for their first presidential primary in 12 years while Conn students and faculty, along with townpeople, are in the final stages of their campaign supporting the candidacy of Senator Eugene McCarthy for president.

New London is one of 31 towns in Connecticut holding primaries today. Mr. Phillip Goldberg, associate professor of political science at the University of Connecticut, stated that he expected a heavier turnout than usual, but expressed cautiousness in predicting an outcome.

Political Context

Mr. Goldberg added that the main issue involved in this campaign is a political context before the McCarthy slate of delegates and the official Democratic town committee, the latter, as he expresses it, "wings elections each year.

Over 175 Conn students had volunteered their services in a final intensified effort to publicize Sen. McCarthy's candidacy in New London's primary.

Covering Area

Since Thursday, April 4, under the direction of Mr. Goldberg and Mr. Ernest Schlesinger, associate professor of mathematics at Williams, chairman of the McCarthy slate, students have canvassed the entire county, distributed McCarthy literature as the only campaign materials, and assembled and mailed out thousands of McCarthy leaflets.

Today, Conn students and faculty along with townsmen are offering their services as babysitters, drivers for elderly people and policemen in a last minute effort to contact sympathetic voters before the 8 p.m. deadline.

Interest in a forced Democratic primary had been expressed by some as far back as January, but a poor response was received.

Even as late as March 2 a poll indicated interest college students and faculty failed to show sufficient support for Mr. McCarthy's candidacy. Mr. Goldberg described these efforts as an "extremely small gesture."

State Force

Because of Connecticut State law, in order to hold a primary 5 per cent of the registered Demo-

cratic voters must sign a petition requesting a forced primary.

Even though public opinion seemed to be against McCarthy supporters, Mr. Goldberg along with other registered Democrats in New London decided to form their own pro-McCarthy slate on Thursday, March 7.

(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1)
Editorial . . .

Ed. Note: Because of the complexity of Martin Luther King's relationship with the Black student body, faculty, and administrators on campus, the editors have requested Gale Cunningham, a staff writer, to write the following editorial.

WHAT IS NOW AMERICA?

I was initially informed of Rev. Martin Luther King's injury at 11:30 last night through a call on the campus phone. My first reaction was disbelief. After all, there was no nocturnal terror, no rumor, or maybe there was some miscommunication. Was it not Stokely Carmichael or H. Rapp Brown who was shot? At least they advocated fighting the social ills of this country. I, being aViolent student, have shown their black brothers. But Martin Luther King advocated non-violence; a quiet but militant response to America's Racism.

The following day, my roommates were confirmed by a radio announcement that he had, indeed, been injured. Minutes later, I went to another dorm with several black students, the white students, and a white administrator. I told them the roommates, fears and heartbreaks were also mine. There I learned that Rev. Martin Luther King had died.

Two of us phoned the other black students, calling an immediate meeting in the student center. What we could do or accomplish just then I did not know. What I did know was that we had to be together and we had to do something.

My sisters were quiet as they entered Crozier Williams, my classroom. With very few words an all-night vigil was agreed upon and after several phone calls, it was official. The girls gathered around the campus informing the student body that the building was closed and welcoming students to the hall. I sit in the Chapel basement, pondering this tragedy, a feeling of sorrow came over me but I was a deeply personal one.

In the past several weeks views have been expressed by the Black Man's struggle to gain his share of the "Home of the Free" have been soundly and changed. I have had to re-examine our position as a Black Woman in a White society. This examination presented me with two clear-cut courses. I could forget my Blackness, forget the masses of Blacks who could not even dream of obtaining what I already had. After all, I was well on my way to becoming a "good Colored Girl" and taking my "place" in society. The greatest result from this was a bill stating that the Black student body and the status quo of the Black Man were only a dream.

The Black Man's growth has grown increasingly violent, creating a steadily widening abyss between Black and White relations. Rev. King stated in a recent article in Look that maybe he and his colleagues are "the bridge, in the middle, reaching across and connecting both sides.

That bridge has been blasted, that last link has been critically weakened. The rapidity and form of its recovery remains to be seen. America, we have given our best—what more do you want from us???

Editorial...
Faculty Members Plan Leaves In Foreign Countries, U.S.A.

by Melodie Peet

Thirteen members of the Connecticut College faculty will be temporarily relieved of their teaching responsibilities next year to teach or to do research in centers of learning in Japan, Belgium, Spain, and the Canary Islands and at universities throughout the United States. Seven members of the staff are taking sabbatical leaves and six have been granted leaves of absence. The prestigious awards of the Fellows and Senior Lecturers of a National Science Foundation, Faculty Fellowship, and a Fellowship for Younger Scholars from the National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities are held by three members of the group.

On Leave in Japan
Mr. Thomas Havens is one of the 67 younger U. S. scholars designated to receive support for independent work from the National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities. The assistant professor of history will be in Tokyo between June and January, working at the National Diet Library, which is the equivalent of our Library of Congress, and at Waseda University.

According to Havens he will be studying the thought of Con- gole Sekela, a revolutionary whose theories of agrarian nationalism contributed significantly to the rise of Japanese ultranationalism and imperialism in the 1930's. Sekela's writings are available only in Japan. He thus will be working with Japanese scholars and an expert on Sekela's life who owns a complete set of his works. In addition, he will be researching secondary sources regarding agrarian nationalism.

While in Japan, Mr. Havens will be leading a graduate seminar on Congole Sekela and the agrarian nationalist period. While in his return to the U. S. he plans to write a book-length study of the origins of rural nationalism in the Philippines.

Fulbright Senior Lecturer
Professor Chester Muntingh of the psychology department has been named the Fulbright Senior Lecturer for Belgium and Luxem- bourg. In this capacity, he will lecture and give three significant papers at the University of Ghent. Affiliated with the University of Ghent for the 1968-69 academic year, Mr. Muntingh expects to do a research consultant to graduate work. Also he will conduct classes in interpersonal perception and research with perception techniques.

Mr. Muntingh said that the University will be expanding its psychology department to include clinical psychology while he is there and he hopes to assist them in this development.

If his scholastic duties allow him the time, he also plans to investigate marital chaos among the Belgians coexisting with marital chaos among U. S. and Japanese couples. In addition, Muntingh continued, French Theatre Decommercialization. Mr. Nelly K. Murstein, assistant professor of French, will spend the year in France following the growing tendency toward decommercialization in the French theatre.

Since World War II, Mrs. Murstein indicated, there has been an attempt by the French to create drama centers throughout their country to promote interest in the theatre. Mrs. Murstein plans to visit the various centers and talk with the directors to determine what they are trying to accomplish and what results they have obtained.

She will compare the classi- cism to the moderns and will con- trast the productions of the produc- tories with those currently staged in Paris. Mrs. Murstein stated that she hopes to publish the results of her study when she returns to the U. S.

In Country Sabbaticals
Professor Oliver W. Seiber is chairman of the chemistry department. He will spend the spring in depth study of volumetric properties of des- tine inside salt solutions.

Professor L. Allen Huntsman of the mathematics department has been awarded a research grant by the National Research Fellowships. He will use this grant to travel to the University of Washington in Seattle to ascertain the views of the mathematicians and chemists as to the direction of chemistry in the United States.

Back in the U.S.

Mr. Murstein said that the university will be expanding its projective techniques. Also he will conduct classes in interpersonal perception and research with perception techniques.

He plans to visit the various centers and talk with the directors to determine what they are trying to accomplish and what results they have obtained.

Chinese Diplomat
To Speak Wed.
On Two Chinas
Ambassador Chao Hwa Shek, consul of the Republic of China to the United States, will speak on "The Two Chinas." He will be heard on April 10 at 4 p.m., in the main lounge of Center spons- ored by the AYA Club.

Attaché to the Chinese En- bassy in London from 1940 to 1943, Ambassador Shek, who was Chinese consul in London and to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, 1943-45. Serving within the Republic of China Mr. Shek, was Secretary to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1936-47 and 1949-51, and Visiting Professor of International Relations at the uni-

WILSON PICKETT HEADS CONN'S SPRING CONCERT

The highlight of Spring Week-
end will be a concert on Sun-
day in Palmer Auditorium featur-

ing Wilson Pickett and Baby Huey and the Pipps. Wilson Pickett began his career as a spiritual singer in Detroit in 1964.

In 1964 he joined Atlantic Records. His third release "I'm a Man" was a Top Ten

smash. Since then he has had a half-dozen top sellers, including "6804-7878," "Mustang Sally," "Land of 1000 Dances," "Every-

body Needs Someone to Love," and a new version of his old Fal-

con hit, "Funky Love." He has become one of the hottest

attractions on the one-nighter and concert circuit in the country. He ranks as one of the top-

sellout recording artists in the

cited States and Europe.

Huey, Too

Baby Huey, 450 pounds of soul and energy, comes from Chi-

cago. He and his Babyshysters have performed for groups all throughout the United States.

They were a feature attraction earlier this year at the Barn. Their unique rhythms and blues sound created by a solid wall of guitar and bass insulted the "limitless range of audibility" of the aren-

abled audience, reported Jim Burne-

ly in the Press review.
Profs. Christiansen Explains His Recent Anti-War Activities

By Linda Rosenzweig

Although he made known his intention that his refusal to pay taxes will result in the confinement of himself and his wife to the war in Vietnam, I cannot with any degree of certainty say whether that will be the end of the matter, declared Mr. Gordon S. Christiansen, professor of chemistry.

"I have a very personal revulsion against being a participant in the government money to buy up Vietnam-ese children. This is, in essence, a personal statement," said Prof. Christiansen.

"My wife and I decided to be consistent in our anti-war views. All of our actions have been done in concert with each other, and although the government doesn't make the distinction, tax refusal is the exact opposite of tax evasion. There are now hundreds of tax refusers across the country." Carus Refused

The culmination of Mr. Christiansen's tax refusal was the confiscation of two of his automobiles by the Internal Revenue Service on March 6. When he again refused to pay the fines, the IRS decided to auction his cars in payment.

"The large and small things we have done to resist have had a definite value to all acts of public witnessin.," said Mr. Christiansen.

Converted Headquarters

McCarthy's home, 7 Winchester Rd., was converted into the official headquarters of the McCarthy campaign on April 2. McCarthy posters lined the windows and the house while campaign workers took over the living and dining rooms. The rooms were converted in an effort to communicate five additional telephone numbers were installed.

The first step was to prepare campaign literature by Joyce Mohri '70, Mary Graft '70 and Nancy Heintz, housed by the Goldbergs in New London.

Reverend Callan

Joyce remained in New London the rest of the vacation contact ing students, setting up posters and accompanying literature.

On April 17, Joyce exchanged a letter with Nathaniel Burns of Swarthmore.

DRAFT RESISTANCE

Gains Momentum

A re-evaluation of recent activities across the nation during March indicates that resistance to the draft and the war has taken on more of an organized, active form than previously.

The recent addition of graduate school deferments prompted the "Loyalty Draft Conference" to hold a weekend conference for all Middle Atlantic colleges at Swarthmore, Apr. 6.

The conference is one of the first steps in establishing coordination among schools in this region and among anti-war groups across the country.

G卣ft of the conference listed in the Committee's circular are:

1. A poll about specific information on the individual's alter natives to the draft.

2. To discuss specific means of giving individual responses political relevance.

3. To discuss the most effective methods of organizing draft opposition on an individual basis.

4. To provide detailed information on Selective Service System appeals procedure for use at political action.

5. To set up a coordinating network and joint support for the middle-Atlantic colleges.

125 BRANDIES SENIORS WILL RESIST DRAFT

WALTHAM, Mass. (CPS) - Results of a poll of male students at Brandeis University this week indicated that 70 percent of them will try to avoid the draft.

Of the 180 students polled (out of a total of 194 male seniors), 16 said they would go to jail or die rather than serve the country rather than accept induction. Another 65 said they would "seek some kind of deferment" to avoid the draft.

Of the 20 percent who are not planning to avoid the draft, half said they would definitely serve, and the other half were undecided.

At the Swarthmore Draft Conference to hold a weekend conference in New London last week, one of several that have been conducted on college campuses since the new draft regulations were announced February 15.

At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), a poll of 699 of first-year grad students indicated that 29 percent of those contacted had either decided to leave the country, or were seriously considering this reaction to the draft.

Another 18 percent plan to resist service, but remain in this country and face the legal consequences.

All of the remainder--62 percent--said they would serve if required. Although many of them said they will try to avoid the draft by getting deferments or by attempting to fail the physical exams.

In Washington, a group of students plan to circulate a letter to graduating seniors and first-year graduate students saying they see the alternative of active service in the nation's work.

The group, called the Committee for a Constructive Alternative, hopes to send letters to 290,000 students who will have their deferments in June. These students will be asked to send a letter to President Johnson saying they would be willing to spend two years working in the cities, but will not go to Vietnam.

"We are left with a choice between active participation and conscientious resistance, we must reluctantly choose the negative way," the letter states.

The group is now trying to raise funds to send letters and pay for printing and postage costs.

National Conference Planned

The possible call up of 96,000 young American males within the next few months prompted a National Conference on the draft at the University of Chicago in February which resulted in the report just recently published by the university press entitled The Draft: A Handbook of Facts and Alternatives.

Sal Taiz, chairman of the Department of Anthropology at the university, was charged with the responsibility of selecting a group of experts to examine all aspects of the present draft system.

(Continued on Page 5, Col. 5)
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Carus Refused

The culmination of Mr. Christiansen's tax refusal was the confiscation of two of his automobiles by the Internal Revenue Service on March 6. When he again refused to pay the fines, the IRS decided to auction his cars in payment.

"The large and small things we have done to resist have had a definite value to all acts of public witnessin.," said Mr. Christiansen.

Converted Headquarters

McCarthy's home, 7 Winchester Rd., was converted into the official headquarters of the McCarthy campaign on April 2. McCarthy posters lined the windows and the house while campaign workers took over the living and dining rooms. The rooms were converted in an effort to communicate five additional telephone numbers were installed.

The first step was to prepare campaign literature by Joyce Mohri '70, Mary Graft '70 and Nancy Heintz, housed by the Goldbergs in New London.

Reverend Callan

Joyce remained in New London the rest of the vacation contact ing students, setting up posters and accompanying literature.

On April 17, Joyce exchanged a letter with Nathaniel Burns of Swarthmore.
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The recent addition of graduate school deferments prompted the "Loyalty Draft Conference" to hold a weekend conference for all Middle Atlantic colleges at Swarthmore, Apr. 6.

The conference is one of the first steps in establishing coordination among schools in this region and among anti-war groups across the country.

G卣ft of the conference listed in the Committee's circular are:
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2. To discuss specific means of giving individual responses political relevance.
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Of the 180 students polled (out of a total of 194 male seniors), 16 said they would go to jail or die rather than serve the country rather than accept induction. Another 65 said they would "seek some kind of deferment" to avoid the draft.

Of the 20 percent who are not planning to avoid the draft, half said they would definitely serve, and the other half were undecided.

At the Swarthmore Draft Conference to hold a weekend conference in New London last week, one of several that have been conducted on college campuses since the new draft regulations were announced February 15.

At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), a poll of 699 of first-year grad students indicated that 29 percent of those contacted had either decided to leave the country, or were seriously considering this reaction to the draft.

Another 18 percent plan to resist service, but remain in this country and face the legal consequences.

All of the remainder--62 percent--said they would serve if required. Although many of them said they will try to avoid the draft by getting deferments or by attempting to fail the physical exams.

In Washington, a group of students plan to circulate a letter to graduating seniors and first-year graduate students saying they see the alternative of active service in the nation's work.

The group, called the Committee for a Constructive Alternative, hopes to send letters to 290,000 students who will have their deferments in June. These students will be asked to send a letter to President Johnson saying they would be willing to spend two years working in the cities, but will not go to Vietnam.

"We are left with a choice between active participation and conscientious resistance, we must reluctantly choose the negative way," the letter states.

The group is now trying to raise funds to send letters and pay for printing and postage costs.

National Conference Planned

The possible call up of 96,000 young American males within the next few months prompted a National Conference on the draft at the University of Chicago in February which resulted in the report just recently published by the university press entitled The Draft: A Handbook of Facts and Alternatives.

Sal Taiz, chairman of the Department of Anthropology at the university, was charged with the responsibility of selecting a group of experts to examine all aspects of the present draft system.
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The Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, under the baton of Stanislaw Skrowaczewski, will close the Concert Series on Thursday, March 13, 1969. Violinist Charles Tjader, recipient of the first prize in the Polish Wawel competition, with the Washington String Quartet, presenting concerts of contemporary music and was solo violinist with the Rococco Ensemble.

All concerts have been sent renewal applications thus far, but students wishing to subscribe to the Series may do so by making application in the Office of Administrative Services before May 20, 1968.
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Dartmouth College
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A POLITICAL STUDY TOUR OF EUROPE will be conducted this summer by a professor of international relations in the graduate school under a grant from the National Science Foundation. The tour will be for two weeks in Europe and will include visits to the U.S. embassies in the countries visited. The tour will begin in Switzerland and proceed to France, Germany, and the United Kingdom. Students will be expected to participate in discussions and write reports on their experiences. Applications are due by March 15, 1969. For more information, contact Professor John Smith, Department of Political Science, Dartmouth College.
Helen Reynolds '68 has won the New England women's Intercollegiate Championship for the second consecutive year. Lynne Cox '71 tied for third place honors in the Beginner I division.

Professor Marus B. Jansen, director of the Program in East Asian Studies at Princeton University, will speak on “Japan’s National Revolution” Mon., April 15, at 4:20 p.m. in Palmer Auditorium. This will be the final lecture in the history department series on modern revolution.

A group of students on campus have started following Wednesday nights from 7:30-9:30 in Cog, and invited other interested students to join. The Walkoffs realized over $500 profit from their Florida tour during Spring vacation.

FOR THE NICEST SEE FASHION FABRIC CENTER
225 State Street
442-3597 442-7018

Easter Vespers

Good Friday services led by Rev. J. Barrie Shepherd with the Connecticut College and Worcester Polytechnic Institute Choruses performing Robert's Mass in F and other works and student and faculty reading, will be held April 12 at 6 p.m. An Easter Sunrise service will be held by the Arboretum lake at 6 a.m. led by the Harkness Chapel Board. Coffee and doughnuts will be served in the Chapel immediately following Easter will be a kite flying day—all day—in front of Palmer. An evening Easter vespers service will also be held in the Chapel led by the Rev. Paul Laobnstein, former chaplain and professor emeritus at Connecticut College, at 7 p.m. Special Easter Mass will be provided by the College Choruses and St. Cecilia Bellringers of St. James’ Church.

The Southern New England Telephone Company

Call the telephone office, 443-2061, for credit card information. And pay later. Call the telephone office, 443-2061, for credit card information. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.

For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to:
The International Center for Academic Research
1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135

The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every student achieve his maximum potential in the subject, or subjects, of their choice. We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that these outstanding instructional techniques have shown proven results for decades.

OUR GUARANTEE

The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, is able to give a complete money back guarantee: If after following instructions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic standings noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May 1, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95 per course.

For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to:
The International Center for Academic Research
1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135

Please include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Last semester's average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Special group rates for fraternities and sororities. 20% discount for groups of ten or more. Please include organization title.

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.

Have your coins ready when you call Reggie long distance.

“Pay as you talk” is here. So when you call a guy like Reggie, be sure to have your money ready.

With “Pay as you talk,” the operator will periodically ask you to deposit the overtime charges you’re sure to run up when you just can’t say goodbye to Reggie.

So have your coins handy. You know Reggie. He goes for a girl who plans ahead.

Or tell Reggie you miss him. Minus the clicking coins. Just charge the call to your telephone credit card. And pay later. Call the telephone office, 443-2061, for credit card information.

The Southern New England Telephone Company